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positive integers x such that n — gix) > 0 and by P(n) the number of x's such

that all numbers/i(x),/2(a;), • • • , fk(x) and n — g(x) are primes. Then for large

n we have

<»     PM ~ ¡^v » *■ ■ • ■ «" n (i - ^) (i - i)""

where A0 is the degree of g and u(p) is the number of solutions of the congruence

fix)in - gix)) = O(modp).
Conjectures C, G, L and therefore also A, H, I are particular cases of formula

(3). To see this, as far as C is concerned, one should put

fi(x) = bx + I,       gix) = ax,       n = —¡-— ,
o

where I is an integer such that at = fc(mod b), — b < I ^ 0. Conjecture A has

been extensively verified [3, p. 37]. I have had no possibility to verify by computa-

tion the agreement of formula (3) with reality in other cases. For such comparisons

one should replace JV(log N) k _1 by /    (log u) k 1 du, as is pointed out in [31.
J2

I conclude with expressing my thanks to the referee for his valuable suggestions.
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Some Miscellaneous Factorizations

By John Brillhart

1. Introduction. The factorizations presented here have accumulated in the

author's files for several years and have not heretofore appeared in print. Twenty-

five contain new prime factors (designated by an asterisk), while twenty-one,

listed as complete, possess a cofactor that is prime. Included are the complete

factorizations of four Mersenne numbers and twelve Fibonacci numbers. Further

results include a second factor of the Mersenne number Mm and of the Fermât

number Fw , as well as the least prime factor of M27i. These new results relating

to Mersenne numbers supplement an earlier tabulation by G. D. Johnson and the

author [1].

The factorizations, with the exception of those numbered (6)-(9), inclusive,

were obtained by the author on various IBM computers at the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley and at Los Angeles. The factorizations (6)-(9) of certain alge-
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braic factors of the Aurifeuillian numbers 2 +1,2 +1,2 + 1, and 2 + 1

were discovered by K. R. Isemonger, with whose kind permission they are included

here. It should be noted in (9) that the factor 7484047069 does not appear with an

asterisk, inasmuch as it is a known prime factor [2] of the algebraic factor

247 + 224+ lof 2141 - 271 + 1.

The factors in (30) and (31) were discovered in examining the numbers

iiiop - 1),

p a prime ^ 109, for factors < 106 in the cases where no factor was known (p = 37,

47,59,67,71,73,83,89,97,101,109) [3]. These numbers, as well as the co-
factors in (30) and (31), were also tested by the contra-positive of Fermat's

Theorem: "If aN~l ^ l(mod N) and (a, N) = 1, then N is composite," and were

all found to be composite. Thus, for p g 109, the only primes of this form are

i(102 - 1), i(1019 - l)and^(1023- 1).

2. Primality Testing. The primality of the cofactors in factorizations (2), (5)

and (10)-(21), inclusive, was determined by showing that each cofactor possesses

no factor less than its square root. In particular, by this procedure the Fibonacci

number (783 was identified as a prime. (The standard notation for such numbers

is used here, in that Un is defined by the linear recurrence U„ = Un-i + Un-2,

for n = 2, 3, 4, • ■ • , with Ua = 0 and Ux = 1.)

In factorizations (1), (3), and (4), whose cofactors were too large to be tested

for primality by this method, recourse was taken to the well-known theorem of

Lehmer [4] : "If ax = 1 (mod N) for x = N — 1, but not for x a quotient of N — 1

on division by any of its prime factors, then N is prime."

Inasmuch as the hypothesis of this theorem requires the complete factorization

of N — 1, as well as a suitable choice of the integer a, a preliminary investigation

was performed, with the following results. For (1) and (3), respectively, N — 1 =

23-3-103-149-4657-71429-32456563,   with   a = 5;   and

N - 1 = 24-3-5-7-41-163-179-643-919-43399-1071379

•23262667-1159540629640123,

with a = 19.

A different situation was encountered in examining the cof actor in (4), where

N - 1 = 2-5-181-4377829335516737914555053958986007 = 2-5-181-M,

with a = 17. To show that this factorization is complete, the theorem was

applied to M itself. This application was possible because of the fortunate fac-

torization :

M - 1 = 2-3-47-253567-811039-2293751-32910082955041,

with a = 13.

3. Complete Factorizations.

(1) 2103 - 1 = 2550183799*-3976656429941438590393*
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(2) 2163 - 1 = 150287-704161-110211473-27669118297*-
36230454570129675721*

(3) 2m - 1 = 359-1433-

1489459109360039866456940197095433721664951999121
(4) 2m - 1 = 43441-1164193-7648337•

7923871097285295625344647665764672671
(5) 2166 + 1 = 32-ll2-67-331-683-2971-20857-48912491 •

415365721*-2252127523412251*

(6) 281 + 241 + 1 = 5-109-246241-106979941*-168410989*
(7) 2m + 266 + 1 = 5-149-3109-184481113-1398316729*-4345052821*

(8) 2115 + 268 + 1 = 41-277-30269-15096281*-1021622741* •
7834788541*

(9) 2141 - 2n + 1 = 5-1129-3761-1768141*-54865357*-7484047069-

180846660913*

(10) Un =  6673*-46165371073*
(11) Un =  157-92180471494753
(12) Us, = 99194853094755497
(13) <7s9 = 1069-1665088321800481

(14) Uu = 132-233-741469*-159607993*

(15) *793 = 2-557-2417-4531100550901
(16) Un = 5-37-113-761-29641*-67735001*
(17) U„ = 193-389-3084989*-361040209*
(18) Um = 743519377*-770857978613*
(19) Um = 519121*-5644193*-512119709*
(20) i/io7 = 1247833*-8242065050061761*

(21) Um = 827728777*-32529675488417*

4. Some Prime Factors.

(22) 93507247* | 2171 - 1

(23) 60816001* | 2175 - 1

(24) 7068569257* | 2191 - 1

(25) 121793911* I 2203 - 1

(26) 634569679* j 2207 - 1

(27) 731516431* | 2215 - 1

(28) 15242475217* | 2271 - 1(29) 395937-214 + 1 = 6487031809* | 22l° + 1

(30) 493121* | 1067 - 1

(31) 497867* | 1089 - 1
It should be remarked that the prime in (29) is the last "small" factor of the

early Fermât numbers Fm(= 22™ + 1) to be discovered, since all factors <235

for 1 ^ m :S 19 are now known [5].
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A Note on Octic Permutation Polynomials

By S. R. Cavior

1. Introduction. A polynomial fix) with coefficients in the finite field GFiq),

q = pn, is called a permutation polynomial if the set ¡fia) : a e GF(q)} is a per-

mutation of GF(q). The object of this paper is to extend some known results about

permutation polynomials of even degree over fields with odd characteristic p.

We shall frequently use the following theorem which is given by Dickson [1,

P- 77].
Theorem. If fix) is a polynomial of degree m over GFiq), and if m\q — 1,

then f(x) does not permute GF(q).

To begin our discussion, we note immediately, by the Theorem, that a quadra-

tic polynomial cannot permute GFiq). Dickson, in [1], showed that a quartic

cannot permute GF(q) for q > 7 (although two do for q = 7), and that a sextic

cannot permute GF(q) for q > 11 (although several do for q = 11.) A natural

question to ask, then, is whether there is an upper bound for the order of a finite

field which an octic can permute.

The present investigation, however, is restricted to the following special octics:

(1) f(x) = x8 + ax' t = 1, 3,5, 7; a e GF(q).

The case t — 7 can be settled at once, for if f(x) = xs + ax , where a s GF(q),

then/( — a) = /(0) = 0. That is, f(x) is not a permutation polynomial. With the

aid of a computer it was discovered that the only polynomials of the form (1)

which permute GF(p) for p < 500 are

(2) xs + ax a = ±4, ±10; p = 29
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